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Fault Location Overview
• Traditional Methods of determining the location
of a fault on T&D lines
– Impedance Approaches (Our Focus)
– Traveling Wave Approaches
– Problems in Distribution Network

• Other Methods
–
–
–
–

Short-circuit analysis software
Customer calls (distribution case)
Line inspection
Fault Indicators (4)

• New Opportunities
– Smart Sensors (6)
– Smart Meters (6)
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Impedance-Based Measurement Technique Overview

• Calculation of the fault location from the
apparent impedance seen looking into the line
from one end (or two ends).
• Steady-State Approach
• Phase-to-ground voltages and current in each
phase must be determined.
• Fault Impedance Influence
• Loading Influence
• Ground Fault Case
– Zero-sequence Impedance Information
– Ground Compensation Factor
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Simple Impedance Equations (with Rf = 0)

•
•
•
•

k=(ZoL – Z1L)/(3 * Z1L) ground compensation factor
ZoL: zero-sequence line impedance
m: per unit distance to fault
IR: Residual Current
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Basic Model with System Parameters

• Simplified transmission line with two sources
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Impedance (Distance) Equation

• IG: Line Current during fault
• If: Fault current through the fault
resistor Rf.
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Derivation of If/IG
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Derivation Continued
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Reactive component of fault resistance

• 2 factors
– Current distribution factor, ds
• Determined by system impedances
• Angle of ds (β) = 0 if system is homogeneous (Same R/X
ratio of lines)

– Circuit loading factor, ns
• Determined by the load current (IL) presence in the system
• The angle of ns (γ) is not zero if there is a load flow in the
system
• If IG is much bigger than IL, the angle will approach zero.

– Sum of the angles (β+γ) determines the reactive
component caused by fault resistance, Rf.
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Practice with MathCad
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Mutual Impedance vs. Sequence Impedance
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“k factor” from mutual impedance
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Practical Approaches:
(1) Simplification & (2) Limiting errors

• Various techniques to accommodate the two
factors or to reduce the factors
– Fault location without using source impedance
(Takagi et al)
– Fault location using source impedance: US Patent
5839093 “System for locating faults and estimating
fault resistance in distribution networks with tapped
loads” Novosel et al. 1998, ABB

• Simplification
– Reactance Method
– Voltage Sag
– Rms V and I
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Reactance Method
• Measures the apparent impedance
• Determines the ratio of the measured reactance
and to the reactance of the entire line, which is
proportional to the distance to the fault.
• Assumptions:
– The current through the fault resistance is in phase
with the current at the measurement point
– There is no load prior to the fault

• One of the earliest algorithms that compensate
for the fault resistance by measuring only the
imaginary part of the apparent line impedance
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Reactance Method
• m: per-unit distance to the fault
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Reactance Method for Ground Fault Case
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Further Approximation
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Reactance Approach
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Further Approximation
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Performance
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Fault Location without Using Source Impedance

• Improvement
– Elimination of load current by determining the
change in current on occurrence of a fault.
– Takagi
– Uses the net fault line current (ΔIG )
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Takagi Method - Patent
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Takagi Method
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Takagi Approach Example
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Variation of A2
• Modified method
– Uses zero‐sequence current (IR) ( instead of the
net fault current)
– Uses the angle β of the current distribution factor
derived from the source impedance data
– Accounts for non‐homogeneous system
– Reduces the reactance effect error
– Problem with accurate correction of β.
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Further Improvement (Modified Takagi &SEL)
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Differential Equation Approach
• L calculation from sampled data
of v and I
– Time domain Approach
– Extraction of R and X

• Different ways of dealing
Derivative (d/dt) for computing
from sampled data
– Numerical Analysis of Derivative
– Conversion of the equation into
integral, then trapezoidal rule
– Discretized element model
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Discretized Model of Elements – EMTP approach
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Trapezoidal Approximation

• Source: Arum G. Phadke and James S. Thorp, ‘‘Computer relaying
for power systems”, RSP.Ltd August 1994, pp.118‐131
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Final Form and Practice with MathCad
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Differential Equation Approach on SEL
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Fault Location with Actual Data
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Fault location using Source Impedance

•
•

The current distribution factor, ds, is a function of the source
impedance, line impedance, and the unknown fault location.
If the source impedance is known, fault location can be
estimated without the assumption related with the
distribution factor.
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Quadratic Equation Derivation
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Continued
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Continued-

• Problem
– Source Impedance in program must be the same as
the actual source impedance of a network
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Factors affecting the accuracy of the fault estimation

• The combined effect of the load current and fault
resistance (reactance effect)
• Influence of zero-sequence mutual effect on the
components
• Uncertainty about the zero-sequence impedance
– Difficult to obtain an accurate zero-sequence
impedance (ZoL) for line
– The value is affected by soil resistivity, which can be
difficult to measure, and may be changeable.
– A 20% error in the ZoL can introduce a 15% error in
fault calculation
– The impedance is not uniformly distributed along the
line length (100 to 1 variation in earth resistivity
produces about 2 to 1 change in Zo)
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Other Factors of Error
• Insufficient accuracy of the line model (untransposed lines are represented as being
transposed and charging capacitance is
not considered)
• Presence of shunt reactors and capacitors
• Load flow unbalance
• Measurement errors, CT/PT errors
• Low resolution or sampling rate at
measurement station
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Two-Terminal Data Methods
• Advantages
– More accurate than one-terminal methods
– Able to minimize or eliminate the effects of fault resistance,
loading, and charging current.
– Positive Sequence components are used instead of zerosequence, eliminating the adverse effect of zero-sequence
components

• Drawback
– The data from both ends must be collected at one location

• Required Equipment
– Measuring devices for 3-phase voltages and currents at each
end with time stamping.
– Communication equipment
– Central computer for collection of data and calculation of fault
location
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Some other Fault Location Methods
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More

41

More
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Traveling Wave Approach
• Transient Wave Arrival Time
• Transient Wave Frequency Analysis
• Features
• High sampling of data
• Transient Frequency correlation to fault distance
• More suitable for long distance faults
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Overview of High Frequency/Traveling Wave Methods

• Reflection and transmission of fault generated
traveling wave on the faulted point
• Accurate but more complex and expensive in
implementation
• Added equipment
– GPS system
– Fault transient detectors and diagnosis software

• Difficulties in the configuration an location of
fault transient detectors due to complex
distribution network
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Traveling Wave Method
• Correlation of Incident and reflected waveform.
• Single‐ended and double‐ended approaches
• Big problem in multiple discontinuity (reflection
points) in networks
• Variations
– High frequency signals measured at the substation (with
Wavelet analysis) F. H, Magnago and A. Abur (1999) A new
fault location technique for radial distribution systems
based on high frequency signals. Proc of IEEE PES Summer
Meeting, 1:426‐431
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Summated Voltage and Current Wave
• In a total n lines, with the same value Zo, connected
to a common bus bar, the summated waves on the
line carrying the incident wave is:

• As the number of lines connected to a bus bar increases
– The summated voltage will tend to zero
– The summated current wave will double

• Observation of current waves (via CT) may be preferable
• But both have been applied.
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Accuracy Limitation
• Assumption
– The light speed: 3*108 m/s
– Discontinuities in electrical system produces wave
reflections
– Two terminal method allow timing from the initiation of
the fault, hence reflected waves are not used.

• Accuracy
– 300 meters even for long lines
– Wave detection error due to interpretation of the
transient is a major source of error. Many transients
and/or reflected transients appear at the same time.
– One terminal method needs to be more sophisticated –
signature analysis required.
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Traveling Wave Method Modes
• Type A (single‐ended) mode
– Flashover at the fault point launches two waves that travel in opposite
directions away from the fault
– The effective impedances at the line terminals are assumed to be lower than
the line surge impedance so that significant reflections are produced which
then travel back along the faulty line to the fault point.
– If the fault arc still exists, and also presents an effective resistance lower than
the surge impedance of the line, then any waves arriving at the fault will be
almost totally reflected back to the line terminals.

• Type D (two‐ended) mode
– Difference in the times of first arrival of the two fault generated waves at both
line terminals are determined.
– Reflections from other discontinuities, branches, tapped loads, cable sections
become unimportant.

• Type E (Single‐Ended Circuit Breaker Transient) mode
– Uses the transients created when a line is re‐energized by closing a circuit
breaker (close to the Impulse Current Method of fault location widely used on
underground cables)
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Loss Free Overhead Line
• Detection
Device at S

• Detection
Device at R

The distinction between the reflected
wave from the fault point and that
from the remote bus bar is vital.
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Example Fault Locator
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Test 1
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Test 2 (with load)
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Can we apply the algorithms to Distribution
Systems Faults?
• Numerous factors affecting the algorithms in
distribution networks
– Conductor size change
– Multiple feeder taps and laterals
– Inaccurate models and system data and dynamic
configuration
– Effects of fault impedance
– Different Grounding Methods
•
•
•
•

Solid grounding
Ungrounded Network
Peterson’s coil
Resistance Grounded
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Distribution Network Topology
• Heterogeneous Feeders
–
–
–
–
–

Different size and length of cables
Presence of overhead and underground lines
Presence of single, double, and three‐phase loads
Presence of laterals along the main feeder
Presence of load taps along the main feeder and laterals.

• Cause of estimation error in fault locations
• Model
– Lumped parameter model
– Symmetrical components on phasor‐based algorithms

• Single line to ground fault is most common
• Different values of fault resistance
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Fault Location at SDG&E
• Fault Location Efforts
– Data Measurement (“PQNode”) at 36 Substations
– Data Analysis using PQView
– Algorithm (“reactance approach”) Programmed
by EPRI
– Off‐line Evaluation for a few Substation Circuits
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Fault Location – EPRI Example
North Bus Creelman - 12/17/2006 22:52:39.8470
Reactance to Fault

North Bus Creelman - 12/17/2006 22:52:39.8470
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Strength and Weakness of the Current Approach

• Current
approach
– Simple
and
Effective
– Load
dependen
cy
• Overreac
hing &
Under‐
reaching
Problem
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Reproduction of EPRI Approach
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Strength and Weakness of the Current Approach
• Current approach
– Simple and
Effective
– Load dependency
• Overreaching
& Under‐
reaching
Problem

– Minimum Data
Length
Requirement ‐‐‐
at least 2 cycles
of faulted data
are needed.
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Simpler Approach
• RMS current Only
– Fault Current Calculation at each
every node
– Look‐up Table

Fault Current Vs Fault Distance
Progress Energy Example
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Characterization of Specific Fault
• Voltage‐Dip Energy Index (Edip)
– Characterization of specific fault
– Integration of the drop in signal energy over the
duration of an event.
– V(t): RMS voltage over time
– Vnom: Rated voltage
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Fault Location by RMS current – main tool
• Determine the average of RMS current during the fault (initial
and steady‐state portions) duration
• Determine the current index: Iindex
– p: predicted value
– Exp: experimental value

• Compare the current index at several nodes determined by
DSFL (by fault current & recloser, etc ?)
• Pick the location where the current index is minimum (i.e., the
least error location between model vs actual)
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Example
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Other Methods
• Distributed Devices
– Voltage Sensor matrix
– Voltage magnitude and phase angle table of all sections
and nodes in the network
– Measured data vs. historical fault data.

• Hybrid Methods
– Fault distance calculation & Distributed Device Method

• Fault Indicator Methods
• Use of Smart Meters and Smart Grid Communication
Infrastructure
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